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2019 ACTION PLAN FOR BRAC

DRIVING PROGRESS

The Baton Rouge Area Chamber (BRAC) is driving an agenda to Think Bigger, whether about the
region’s economic dynamism, its quality of life, or as a place for top talent. Louisiana’s Capital
Region is enjoying economic momentum and strong business partnerships engaged in regional
initiatives, both of which create incredible potential for continued progress in 2019. Building on
multiple years of progress, the coming year presents BRAC and the region’s business community
with opportunities to drive forward on a set of major goals for regional economic development.
BRAC is a business-driven organization funded by small businesses, mid-sized firms and large
industries — over 1,500 strong — all of whom invest in BRAC for the shared vision of a more
prosperous future. BRAC’s investors, Board of Directors, and team are driven by a direct and
important mission and vision.
BRAC’s mission is to lead economic development in the Capital Region, which includes the nine
parishes of East and West Baton Rouge, Ascension, Livingston, Iberville, East and West Feliciana,
Pointe Coupee, and St. Helena.
BRAC’s vision is for the Baton Rouge Area to be one of the leading economies and premier
business locations in the country, growing and attracting talent with its unique culture, vibrant
communities and beautiful spaces.

REGIONALISM
This document outlines BRAC’s 2019 plan of work. To create it, BRAC led a five-month process to
receive input from investors through surveys, committee and stakeholder feedback, research into
best practices, and guidance from the Board. The outcome is a focused plan of work that will guide
BRAC’s efforts in the year ahead and enable BRAC
to remain transparent to its investors and to the
public about its major goals, objectives and tactics.
BRAC’s work follows a five-year strategic plan,
written by its investors in 2016 and guiding its
strategy through the year 2020. This year will
represent the fourth year of work under the plan,
with substantial progress already made toward
overarching goals. In the first three years of work,
outcomes include:
• Securing $131 million in new payroll and
2,600 permanent jobs through projects
secured in the Capital Region, outreach and
support to over 400 small and mid-sized
businesses, and advocacy to maintain a competitive business environment for investment;
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• Cultivating the region’s pipeline of talent, including STEM programs and business
engagement in K-12 education, more quality public education choices, greater alignment with
workforce and training systems, assisting hundreds of executive relocations into the Capital
Region, and driving diversity as a priority in HR departments;
• Helping to secure over $1.5 billion in transportation investments and a higher focus on quality
of place and placemaking across the region;
• Securing 91 media placements about Baton Rouge in national and international media that
follow consistent marketing messages to elevate the region’s external image; and
• Transforming the old BRAC office into the David E. Roberts Center for Economic
Development, a bright and energizing space that represents the future and ambition of the
region’s business community.
BRAC’s annual report reviews these results in greater detail. To learn more about the context of this
annual action plan, check out the full five-year plan, Think Bigger, at brac.org/strategicplan.

BRAC’S FOUR GOALS

GROW AND
DIVERSIFY THE
BATON ROUGE
AREA ECONOMY

CULTIVATE THE
REGION’S TALENT

TRANSFORM THE
BATON ROUGE AREA’S
QUALITY
OF LIFE

ELEVATE THE
REGION’S
EXTERNAL IMAGE

BRAC’s strategic plan of work for 2019 sets out tactics for continued transformative progress under
each of the four goals.
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GOAL 1

GROW AND DIVERSIFY THE BATON ROUGE ECONOMY

Recognizing the importance of more and better job opportunities to the future of the region, the
first goal is job related with a special emphasis on the importance of existing businesses, small
businesses and entrepreneurs, and diversifying the mix of economic sectors in the region. The four
objectives below lay out how BRAC will work to achieve growth and diversification in 2019.
ENGAGING SMALL BUSINESS
To foster the region’s small business and entrepreneurial ecosystem, BRAC will leverage the
opportunities provided by its new home in the David E. Roberts Center for Economic Development.
In its new site, BRAC will host regular opportunities for small business owners and entrepreneurs
to access services and guidance that will help them jump the inevitable hurdles to growing their
businesses. BRAC’s Small Business and Entrepreneurship Council will follow through on this
theme by serving as an opportunity to engage in peer-mentoring on key issues. To ensure that the
Baton Rouge Area has a strong new generation of would-be entrepreneurs, BRAC will continue its
successful Micro-Enterprise Credential, a training program for 11th and 12th grade students available
in public schools across Louisiana.
GROWING EXISTING BUSINESSES
BRAC will launch “Greaux Local,” a program designed to deepen relationships with existing
businesses by providing them solutions and resources to grow locally in the Baton Rouge Area.
Part of the program will involve roundtables throughout the Capital Region connecting companies
with economic assets to help them grow and solve problems related to sustaining and scaling their
organizations.
DIVERSIFYING THE ECONOMY
Partnering with economic assets in the Capital Region such as the Pennington Biomedical Research
Center, Louisiana State University, Southern University, the Water Campus, the Port of Greater
Baton Rouge, and others, BRAC will lead a Major Projects Initiative program designed to market the
Capital Region to major companies capable of transformational projects in target business sectors
such as water management, software development, downstream petrochemical, biomedical/
pharmaceutical, e-commerce and distribution, and agtech and value added ag products.
ADVOCATING FOR A COMPETITIVE BUSINESS CLIMATE
Economic development is highly competitive between regions, states and countries. BRAC will
continue its work to enhance the region’s competitiveness by leading the state’s strongest program
of site evaluation and certification. By investing to de-risk, certify and maintain a healthy inventory
of development-ready sites, BRAC and its allies set the region up for Requests for Proposal for
national and international corporate site location searches. BRAC will continue development and
marketing of certified sites in 2019, with a special focus on North Baton Rouge revitalization efforts.
BRAC also continues to advocate for and defend the business tax competitiveness of the state and
region.
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GOAL 2

CULTIVATE THE REGION’S TALENT

The second goal is necessary for the first to be successful, and is critical to any region seeking to
compete. The sections below describe objectives and work priorities for the year to move the
needle on addressing talent needs.
ADVANCING CAREER OPTIONS IN HIGH SCHOOLS
The link between students and college/career choice is deeply influenced by principals and
counselors. To foster greater awareness and understanding by essential education decision-makers
about the economic opportunities in a variety of careers available in the Capital Region, BRAC will
offer a new fellowship for Capital Region principals and guidance counselors. The fellowship will
inform these important leaders, through hands-on learning, about the Baton Rouge Area’s economy
and two-year and technical certification options, with an emphasis on key industries, high-growth
and high-wage occupations, and more.
ALIGNING EDUCATION AND TRAINING WITH THE JOB MARKET
EBR Schools successfully launched its Career and Technical
Education Center (CTEC) in 2018. In 2019, BRAC will continue its
long-standing support by working to ensure that CTEC provides
an opportunity for students to both earn a wage while they learn
and make a smooth transition into the workforce by successfully
participating in industry-driven apprenticeships. Additionally, BRAC
will work to ensure that regional school districts are offering the
most economically-relevant high school career training pathways
available. As part of this work, BRAC will recommend a prioritized
list of training pathways and advocate for their adoption across the
nine-parish Baton Rouge Area.
BRAC will also continue its commitment to provide on-the-ground
input and expertise to the state’s regional workforce occupation and
industry forecasts for the Capital Region. Facilitating this feedback
for the Louisiana Workforce Commission and the Workforce Investment Council allows public
funding for regional training programs to be targeted at high-growth industries and occupations.
RETAINING COLLEGE GRADUATES
Baton Rouge Area business leaders are concerned about finding and retaining qualified
employees, and emerging talent is looking for growth opportunities in vibrant, diverse communities.
BRAC will continue to support recruitment and retention efforts, with a focus on young professional
retention. Through partnerships with area universities and companies, BRAC will advocate for
a shared key metric for tracking in-region internships and entry-level job placements. Once the
baseline metrics are adopted, BRAC will collaborate with partners to create programs to increase
internship offerings, leading to greater retention of area college graduates. To connect local college
students to potential careers, BRAC will educate regional employers on starting or expanding
internship programs, with success stories documented as case studies. In 2019, BRAC will work
to increase the number of InternBR fellows and continue events and communication designed to
welcome and acclimate young professionals who move to the area for summer internships.
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LEADING TALENT DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION STRATEGIES
Employers are increasingly valuing the importance of more diverse pools of talent as missioncritical to their companies, their workforce needs and their business culture. To advance and
support this, BRAC will host its fourth annual Diversity in Business event, which brings in thought
leadership to help companies evaluate ways to foster diversity programs in human resources,
procurement and corporate culture. This year’s event will include the presentation of BRAC’s
prestigious “Diversity Star” Award to area businesses, as well as the launch of a new diversity
and inclusion leadership challenge. Through its Diversity and Inclusion Committee, BRAC will
also collaborate with partners to strengthen the region’s minority business development, with an
emphasis on private sector procurement opportunities.
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GOAL 3

TRANSFORM THE BATON ROUGE AREA’S QUALITY OF LIFE

Retaining and attracting talent and jobs requires a laser-like focus on quality of life and quality
of place. Arguably, quality of life is the most important step in economic development — to help
create beautiful spaces and to address policy issues such as transportation and education that are
critical to decisions about business growth.
ADVANCING A NEW MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE AND A REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AGENDA
Transportation infrastructure
and traffic remain the
key barriers to growth for
area businesses. BRAC
will continue to advocate
for critical infrastructure
investments across the
Capital Region, including
the top priority for 2019
of advancing efforts to
construct a new bridge
crossing the Mississippi
River below the existing I-10 river bridge. BRAC will also advocate for increased state-level
investment to update Louisiana’s infrastructure and alleviate the $13-billion-dollar project backlog.
Further, the organization will work to ensure that the projects in EBR’s recently-approved MovEBR
plan are prioritized based on their positive impact on traffic congestion.
TRANSFORMING QUALITY OF PLACE
BRAC’s investors continue to list quality of place (the attractiveness of a place’s built environment
and the way in which a place’s natural beauty is harnessed into a community asset) as a critical
component to their ability to attract and retain talent. BRAC’s Quality of Place Committee has
been identifying areas in which the Capital Region can improve its efforts and outcomes in this
arena. In 2019, BRAC’s focus will be on tackling blight. The organization’s aim will be to pursue
a state or local legal remedy to ease the pathway back onto the market for blighted properties.
Specific to East Baton Rouge, BRAC will engage with the City-Parish to identify and address
local policies and practices to optimize the ability of the region’s urban core to drive high-quality
development and placemaking. A key component of this will be to assist the City-Parish in finalizing
the ongoing revisions to its Unified Development Code — the code under which new public and
private infrastructure and development is built — which will guide the beauty of the City-Parish’s
built environment for decades to come. Further, BRAC will monitor and report on the City-Parish’s
commitment to increased maintenance of public spaces.
INCREASING QUALITY PUBLIC EDUCATION CHOICES
Having successfully worked to ensure the election of members to the EBR School Board
that committed themselves to BRAC’s 2018 platform focused on choice, accountability, fiscal
responsibility, and economic development, BRAC will work in 2019 to ensure that key measures in
that platform progress. These include a 2019 budget for the school system that is student-centered
and balanced, an annual review of all school performance, facilities, and enrollment for potential
intervention, and continued authorization and creation of new, high-quality schools. BRAC will also
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work to support community efforts to advance early childhood education access for all students.
Reliable and high-quality early childhood education provides not only a critical foundation for
later learning, but also serves as a support system for incumbent workers, who are able to fully
participate in the workforce only when their children are consistently provided a safe, supportive
and academically-appropriate environment.
PROVIDING THOUGHT LEADERSHIP THROUGH POLICY RESEARCH
To uncover best practices for business issues, BRAC will produce a series of research reports,
public policy commentaries, and other written pieces to advance the region’s priorities. In working
to enhance the region’s quality of life, BRAC will continue to provide thought-provoking research
reports that aim to drive action from the region’s local and state leaders toward an improved
business climate, and toward opportunities for reform focused on increased economic growth.
ADVOCATE FOR GOVERNMENT REFORM
2019 is an important year for state legislative and gubernatorial elections. BRAC will develop and
lobby for an election platform for the Capital Region’s economic development priorities. BRAC
will also support efforts to reform the East Baton Rouge Plan of Government, largely unchanged
in decades, toward more effective and efficient delivery of local government services, greater
cooperation among elected officials, and strengthened processes for ensuring government
accountability. Further, as 2019 is an important year for state legislative and gubernatorial elections,
BRAC will develop and lobby for an election platform that places transportation infrastructure at the
forefront.
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GOAL 4

ELEVATE THE REGION’S EXTERNAL IMAGE

Louisiana’s Capital Region is not as well known nationally as many regions of similar or even
smaller size. That’s an economic development challenge for businesses seeking to attract talent,
for companies seeking a location in a higher-education driven capital city with a dominant highskills manufacturing corridor, or for visitors attracted to Louisiana’s vibrant music, food and culture.
The objectives below lay out BRAC’s plans for the year to improve awareness of the region’s many
assets.
ADVOCATING FOR ADOPTION OF KEY MESSAGES ABOUT THE BATON ROUGE AREA
The Baton Rouge Area’s ability to articulate its story and value to internal and external audiences is
critical in building positive association, awareness and credibility. BRAC will continue to partner with
regional business, civic and community leaders in 2019 to build a common narrative for the Baton
Rouge Area. As part of this work, BRAC will develop specific key messages for target sectors to use
in relocation and expansion conversations, as well as in communication with current and potential
talent.
EARNING POSITIVE NATIONAL MEDIA
Building upon a partnership developed in 2017 between BRAC, the Baton Rouge Area Foundation,
Visit Baton Rouge, and the Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport to support a sustained external media
relations strategy, BRAC will continue to oversee and expand storyline creation that spotlights
the region’s economic strengths and quality of life. BRAC will actively work with regional media to
ensure that secured national coverage is shared at the local level, reinforcing key messages both
within and outside the area.
PARTNERING WITH NEW ORLEANS THROUGH COORDINATED SUPER-REGIONALISM
The SoLA Super Region links Metro New Orleans and Metro Baton Rouge in a coordinated
economic partnership, and has done so successfully for nearly a decade. BRAC will continue to
work collaboratively with members of the SoLA Super Region Committee to advance the collective
strategy for continued economic growth. In 2019, BRAC will work with GNO, Inc. to organize and
execute a gubernatorial forum focused on economic development and key super-regional priorities.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE BATON ROUGE AREA CHAMBER AND ITS PRIORITIES, BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT GOALS, MARKET RESEARCH, POLICY POSITIONS, AND MORE, VISIT
WWW.BRAC.ORG OR FOLLOW BRAC ON YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM OF CHOICE.
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